CULTURE &

CONFIDENCE
The public sector in the UK understands the benefits of
smarter working, but worries about using the technology,
plus ingrained working practices, are the main barrier.
Surface devices have been designed to make serving the public
easier. Built on the recognisable and intuitive Windows 10 operating
system, they’re easy to use and reduce ongoing management and
purchasing costs.
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Microsoft spoke to decision makers
across the UK public sector1 about
their attitudes to smarter working,
and found:
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61%
said culture
and confidence
hold smarter
working back.

27%

said training is an issue.

That’s why Microsoft offer comprehensive training and
preparation services. Your people will see immediate benefits
from our devices, and that will help change your culture.
Examples include:
Expert online
support

Windows 10 end
user readiness kit

Microsoft Virtual
Academy courses

And once your people are ready,
smarter working delivers:
“Sharepoint has increased
productivity in finance
by 63%”1

“Moving to the cloud has
delivered between 70%80% of long term cost
1
savings”

Which is what Forrester found too:

£758

2

the amount every Surface
user is more productive by,
every year.

And Surface makes delivering
public services easier:
“There are lots of stories being fed back about how much time
officers are saving and how they are able to work in different
locations and gain instant access to important information
right when and where they need it.”
PC Pete Cole, Cheshire Police

Want to learn more?
If you’re looking for solutions that empower employees,
strengthen security and exceed citizens’ expectations, we can
help. To find out more, go online or contact your Microsoft
account manager.

1. Survey conducted between November and December 2016
2. The Total Economic Impact™ of Microsoft Surface Pro 3, Forrester, June 2015
(actual figure was $936 and conversion rate correct at 14 December 2016).

